Boarding pass
NAME

SOCRATIS ARVANITAKIS

TICKET NUMBER

057 2385770820
Sec.nr.: KL1018:034, KL1581:057

HEATHROW AIRPORT (LHR)

SCHIPHOL (AMS)

LONDON - UK

AMSTERDAM

KL 1018

DATE

BOARDING

DEPARTURE

TERMINAL / GATE

SEAT

TRAVEL CLASS

29 JUL 16

14:15

14:45

4/ Gate unknown

15A

ECONOMY

OPERATED BY KLM ROYAL DUTCH AIRLINES

SCHIPHOL (AMS)

ELEFTHERIOS VENIZELOS INT. AIRPORT (ATH)

AMSTERDAM

ATHENS

KL 1581

DATE

BOARDING

DEPARTURE

GATE

SEAT

TRAVEL CLASS

29 JUL 16

20:07

20:35

Gate unknown

18F

ECONOMY

OPERATED BY KLM ROYAL DUTCH AIRLINES

Baggage drop-off
at least 60 min before departure
To check in baggage for flights to or via Amsterdam: please go to the AIR
FRANCE KLM baggage drop-off points.
1. * Check in your baggage at least 120 minutes before departure of
intercontinental flights and at least 90 minutes before European flights.
2. For European flights you can check in and drop off your baggage at the airport
until 40 minutes before departure.
3. The check-in desk and baggage drop-off point open at 04:30 hours (AM).
4. Large bags that do meet the hand luggage requirements may still need to be
checked in at the gate, due to limited space in overhead bins. Stow small bags
underneath the seat.
5. We strongly recommend to review your personal luggage allowance in “My Trip”
for KLM flights. Please check the websites of other airlines in your itinerary for
their (hand) baggage policy.
6. At London Heathrow, Business Class, Skyteam Elite and Elite Plus members
customers travelling on KLM operated flights can check-in in zone H in the
dedicated SkyPriority lane. Economy class customers can check-in in zone H
using the Economy Bag Drop off Desks.
*Exclusions apply, please check correct check in desk at the airport upon arrival.

Gate closes 15 min before departure
The gate closes 15 mins before departure time

Please note that after the gate closing time you can no longer board the aircraft.
Any check-in baggage will be offloaded.

